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Is there a taikonaut gene?
including an interview with Prof. Dr. André Aubert
Astronaut, cosmonaut, taikonaut, spationaut, euronaut, austronaut, jaxanaut,
afronaut, vyomanaut, brazilnaut. Mind you, there are even reports talking of
“castronaut” (Cuban cosmonaut Arnaldo Tamayo Méndez)… and did you know
that the Malaysians like it very special? They call their astronauts ‘Angkasawan’.
It seems that there is no limit to creativity if it comes to finding a fanciful name
for a space explorer. The Association of Space Explorers took a smart decision
and called them all by the neutral name “space flyers”.
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One wonders what such a gigantic nation like China might gain from relationships
with a far-away and tiny country such as Belgium. Even within the European
context that, Belgium together with its neighbouring countries, The Netherlands
and Luxemburg, gets marginalised when the whole region is summarised as
BeNeLux. This fact aside, Belgium’s cosy capital Brussels is referred to as
the ‘capital of Europe’, hosting the European Parliament and the European
Commission. No surprise then that Chinese President Xi Jinping paid a state
visit to Belgium and the European...
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Report from the 10th UK-China Workshop on Space Science and Technology
To most British, the 30.000 population town of Newbury in the South-East of
England might be best known for its horse racecourse, or for being the home of
Vodafone UK. Without doubt, the hilly, meadow-covered region must be famous
for its golf courses, and so one should not be surprised to see that major hotels
busily advertise their unbelievably green and well-kept grasslands.
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Editor’s Note
What can happen when a national giant like China approaches
a mini-nation like, let’s say, Belgium? There could be reasons
for concern and maybe pity for the dwarf nation but the scientific
cooperation between Belgium and China is a shining example
that win-win and mutual benefit do not depend on territorial
dimensions, but certainly political will and personal engagement
of the actors. During the last decade, Belgium and China have
made remarkable efforts in space cooperation which have now
come to fruition.
To illustrate this situation, we took the opportunity to talk to two
Belgians – both experts in their fields: Prof. André Aubert and
Kris Liebaut.
Prof. Aubert is the principal investigator of a comparative study
in space physiology. He had the opportunity to compare medical
data of European astronauts with the data of Chinese astronauts.
The first results were published in March this year and to most
peoples’ surprise, the data show that Chinese astronauts seem
to cope better with cardiovascular deconditioning after shortduration space missions than European astronauts. This inspired
us to the question: is there a taikonaut gene?
Kris Liebaut, on the other hand, has spent six years of his life in
China, teaching European languages to aerospace students at
Shenyang Aerospace University in the North-East of China. He
returned to Belgium with countless interesting impressions and
intriguing observations which he was willing to share with us.
Not only Belgium looks at tremendous achievements in space
cooperation with China. At the beginning of September, already
the 10th UK-China Workshop on Space Science Technology took
place in Newbury, a town 100 km West of London. GoTaikonauts!
was there and observed a vibrant and highly successful forum
in establishing cooperation between British and Chinese
organisations.
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Late summer, Marco Aliberti of the European Space Policy
Institute ESPI, published a comprehensive overview on the
Chinese space programme. “When China Goes to the Moon…”
This book not only summarises what has happened so far in
China, but analyses Europe’s stance towards China. Most of
all, it is an earnest appeal toward Europe to not miss out on its
chance to assist in enabling a new world order. We are reviewing
this book.
Additionally, the author gave us in an interview interesting
background information on his work for the book, while the
Director of ESPI, Peter Hulsroj, explains the Institute’s general
work but also the specifics in following China’s space programme.
Have a good read!
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Chinese Space Quarterly Report
July - September 2015
by Chen Lan
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Highlights
CZ-6, CZ-11 made debuts - new generation launchers arrive after a long wait.
First dual-sat Beidou launch successful, two MEO satellites in orbit.
CZ-5, CZ-7 wound up major ground testing.
Chinese micro satellites made a giant leap, thanks to the CZ-6, CZ-11 launches.
Chang’e 5-T1 continues working and producing maps for the sample return mission.
Yutu continues to send signals.
China establishes space nuclear propulsion laboratory.
U.S. and China held the first Civil Space Dialogue.
NanoRacks to fly the first Chinese experiment on the ISS.
China interested in purchasing the RD-180 engine from Russia.

Launch Events
After two unimpressive quarters with only one launch each,
Chinese space launches erupted in the third quarter of 2015 with
a total of 30 satellites and seven launches, among which were five
launches in September, setting a new record for a monthly launch
rate.
The most anticipated and impressive launches happened within
six days from 20 - 25 September. After a one day delay due to an
undisclosed technical problem, the CZ-6 new generation launch
vehicle lifted-off flawlessly at 7:01, 20 September from a new
launch complex (LC 16) in the Taiyuan Satellite Launch Centre and
sent 20 small and micro satellites into a Solar Synchronized Orbit
(SSO) sixteen minutes later - the number of satellites sent to space
is a new record for China. It was the maiden flight of the CZ-6 small
launch vehicle as well as the YF-100 and the YF-115 liquid oxygen
and kerosene staged combustion cycle engines. The successful
launch marked the beginning of a new era of the Chinese space
programme with the operation of a new family of launchers using
non-toxic, non-pollution propellant and modern onboard and
ground support technologies. More details about the CZ-6 and its
payloads are in the following sections of “Space Transportation”
and “Satellites”.

Jiuquan. The four-stage all-solid propellant CZ-11 has a length of
20.8 m, a diameter of 2 m and a launch mass of 58 t, and is able
to send 350 kg into a 700 km SSO and 700 kg to LEO. It has also
a fast launch preparation cycle of 24 hours. Chinese media also
revealed that in a launch drill, it needed only 10 hours from taking
the rocket from storage to launch. CZ-11 is allegedly based on the
DF-31 strategic missile, so that it presumably has a mobile launch
capability from its transportation vehicle. China did not release any
official launch photos. But CCTV footage showed that the launcher
was mostly encased by a canister during pre-launch testing, with
its nose section in a two-piece protective cap. The maiden launch
sent the Pujiang 1 main satellite and three CubeSats into orbit (see
the “Satellites” section for details). According to the reports, CZ-11
uses the largest solid motor ever developed in China. Its fourth
stage was ignited after a period of cruise so that it is more like a
perigee kick motor.
The other five launches were:
•

On 25 September, at 9:41, China successfully launched another
brand new launch vehicle, the CZ-11 small launch vehicle, from

The 20 small and micro satellites attached on the CZ-6 adapter.
(credit: CCTV)

On 29 July, at 20:29, a CZ-3B launch vehicle lifted-off
from the Xichang Satellite Launch Centre with two new
generation experimental Beidou navigation satellites
(M1-S and M2-S). Three and a half hours later, the
satellites were sent into the medium Earth orbit (MEO)
by the YZ-1 upper stage. It was the YZ-1’s second flight
and the first time it was used in a dual-sat launch.

The CZ-11 launch vehicle at the launch pad.
(credit: Chinese internet)
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